
Android FakeID



Android Fake ID 

Android Fake ID is a vulnerability that allows 
malicious applications to impersonate specially 
trusted applications without any user 
notification.



The main issue

Android Package Installer doesn’t verify 
authenticity of certificate claims so....

A certificate can masquerade 
as any other certificate.



Why is this a security threat?

● It allows programs to escape their sandbox.
● It can tap into NFC hardware
● It can access the data and web traffic of 

other apps
● Ultimately, the whole system could be 

compromised



Timeline

February 2010 - All Android Users were at risk
April 2014 -  Found by BlueBox and disclosed 
to Google and released for patching
April 2014 - Up to present day: Patched for 
certain models
July 2014 - Publicly disclosed



Where the bug originated

The faulty code originated in the Apache 
Harmony an open source alternative to Oracle’
s Java. 
Google couldn’t strike a deal with Oracle, so 
they used Harmony to support Java on its OS.



How the Attack Works









The logic accepts one trusted 
certificate anywhere in 
signature/certificate chain





Example of faked certificate attack

The app pretends to be created by Adobe Systems - Adobe is granted 
the privilege of being able to add code to other apps in order to support 
their use of its Flash media-player plug-in. The malware can take 
advantage of this to install Trojan horse malware into otherwise 
authentic programs



Webview plugin manager 
• Plugins signed by Adobe (Flash) reloaded into any/all apps using 
framework webview

NFC access.xml
• Match a package signature wildcard (Google Wallet), get access to 
NFC secure element

3LM device management extensions
• Former Google/Motorola technology, included with older devices LG

MDM device extensions
• System functions available to apps signed by LG platform signature 







How Google changed it

1) Google produced a code fix, provided it to 
Android manufacturers

2) Phone manufacturers must incorporate that 
fix into the firmware update for each phone

3) Carrier distributes final updates to phone 
manufacturers



Comparisons to iOS market

- Apple realized the importance of third party 
development in 2006

- Spent a year developing secure 
development kits

- It cited Flash's susceptibility to malware 
when the company refused to allow Flash 
into iOS.



Potential Harm

- Android FakeID has the ability to install 
viruses onto the phone

- No current exploits / damages are known or 
have been reported

- Vulnerability still exists for many android 
users



Public Response
When BlueBox reported the issue to Google, less than 4% of users 
were updated to KitKat (Android 4.4)

39.1% of all current Android users are running the latest version. That 
leaves 60 percent of current Android users are at risk.

"Fake ID unfortunately occurs in a manner that is hidden to the user - 
there's no prompts, no notifications, no need for special permissions. “





Things to do for Android Users

- Update to KitKat(Android 4.4)+
- Check the legitimacy of all downloaded apps
- Download Bluebox Security Scanner (on 

Google Play Store)



Android’s Vulnerability

“We do not guarantee that Android is designed 
to be safe; its format was designed to give 
more freedom.”
- Sundar Pichai (Vice President of Google)
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